Abstract. Feature reduction is common in biosignal analysis, especially in case of quantitative EEG analysis. Mostly, summation in the spectral domain is applied to reduce the number of estimated power spectral density values, which gains between four and twelve band power values. Depending on the problem, on signals under analysis and on methods used for further processing it is an open question if such a strong decrease in the number of features is optimal. Modern Soft Computing methods offer the feasibility of processing a large amount of different features without considerable performance deteriorations. In this paper we apply such methods and compare empirically the case of no feature reduction to four variants of feature reduction. Our data set consist of more than 3,700 examples of microsleep events experienced by young adults in an overnight driving simulation study. More than 4,600 features were extracted from seven EEG and two EOG channels utilizing the modified periodogram method. Results showed that summation in many fixed bands, or in fewer, but freely optimized bands is more optimal than no reduction, or strong reduction to four bands commonly selected in EEG analysis.
Introduction
A very important human factor causing accidents is operator fatigue and loss of attentiveness. It is estimated that fatigue plays a major role in 15 to 20 % of all accidents and is exceeding in this respect the importance of alcohol and drugs [1] . Extreme fatigue originates dangerous microsleep events (MSE) which are defined as short intrusions of sleep under the demand of sustained attentiveness. Their detection in spontaneous biosignals still poses a challenge.
It has been shown that the empirical error of MSE recognition sensitively depends on several parameters of the preprocessing, the feature extraction and the classification stages [2] . Considerable improvements can be gained if different signal sources are fused on the feature level [3] . Furthermore, it turned out that feature extraction in the spectral domain is more successful compared to methods in the state space or time domain [3] . Therefore we here report only of feature extraction in the spectral domain and their subsequent reduction.
The common way of EEG feature reduction is summation in spectral bands. The Power Spectral Densities (PSD) are commonly reduced to four or sometimes slightly more bands. Their definition is not fixed and varies to some extend between different authors. Typical values are 0.5-4.0 Hz (delta), 4.0-8.0 Hz (theta), 8.0-12.0 Hz (alpha) and 12.0-30 Hz (beta) [4] . The question arises if this or other choices of feature reduction are optimal for quantitative EEG analysis in order to get accurate MSE detection [5] . Five different cases are presented:
(1) No reduction; all available frequency bins are included, (2) Feature reduction utilizing Principal Component Analysis (PCA), (3) Feature reduction by summation over fixed band [4] , (4) Feature reduction by summation over equidistant bands, (5) Reduction by summation in arbitrary bands utilizing genetic algorithms.
For this, we apply modern Soft Computing methods, like the Support Vector Machine (SVM), which do not suffer from the so-called curse of dimensionality [6] . The detection accuracy, estimated by the mean classification error of the test set, is a valid measure to compare all five cases empirically. For this purpose, multiple hold-out validation is used.
Material and Methods
Experiments were conducted in our real car driving simulation lab. 22 young adults (18-32 years) took part and each of them finished 7 driving sessions (35 minutes length) which are repeated every hour between 1 a.m. and 8 a.m. During driving the electrical brain activity reflected by the EEG was recorded of seven different locations on the scalp (C3, Cz, C4, O1, O2, A1, A2, common reference). The eye and eyelid movements reflected by the Electrooculogram (EOG) were recorded at two locations (vertical, horizontal). Both were sampled at a rate of 128 sec -1 . MSE are typically characterized by driving errors, prolonged eye lid closures or nodding-off which was scored by two experts independently. In all 3,573 MSE and 6,409 non-MSE were scored. Non-MSEs are periods between MSE where the subject is drowsy but shows no clear or unclear MSE.
Segments of all 9 signals were extracted with respect to the observed temporal starting points of MSE or Non-MSE using two free parameters, the segment length and the offset between first sample of segment and starting point of an event. After linear trend removal the PSD values were estimated by the modified Periodogram method utilizing Hann windows. Subsequently, PSD values were scaled logarithmically which has been shown to be important for error diminishing [3] . (Table 1) because of sampling in 9 channels at 128 Hz and a segment length of 8 sec. In order to reduce this large number of features, PCA was utilized (case 2). Alternatively, the common summation of PSD values in the four fixed spectral bands of EEG analysis as mentioned above was examined (case 3). This is a very simple concept and should be optimal if the EEG is dominated by broad-band activity. If not, then case (4) should be more optimal. Here, a flexible number of equidistant bands are generated. Three parameters are to be optimized [3] : lower and upper cut-off frequency and the width of each band. In the most flexible approach (case 5) PSD values were summed in spectral bands of arbitrary location and width. Both parameters were found utilizing a framework (Fig. 1) [5] involving Optimized Learning Vector Quantization (OLVQ1) and Genetic Algorithms (GA). We have stopped computations with this GA-OLVQ1 framework after 300 generations. The genetic representation we have fixed in advance to 10 flexible spectral bands for each EEG and EOG channel. Table 1 show that SVM clearly outperforms OLVQ1. Processing a very large number of features (case 1) is acceptable only for SVM and is as good as processing of a relatively low number of features (case 3). But, this is achievable only when a computationally extensive hyperparameter optimization of the SVM has been performed. This way, we achieved mean test errors of 13.1 % for the case of no reduction. In case (2) the number of principal components was found to be optimal down to 2 % of the original feature space dimensionality (SVM: first 128 principal components, OLVQ1: first 60 principal components). This was a result of empirical investigations not presented here due to space limitations. We achieved worst results when applying common EEG bands (case 3). Much lower errors resulted in case (4) . A reduction to 24 small spectral bands for each of the 9 EEG and EOG channels led to errors down to 15.7 % (OLVQ1) and 9.9 % (SVM). The most flexible approach (case 5) utilized spectral bands arbitrarily in width and location, whereby overlapping spectral bands and differences between channels were allowed. An impression on the variability is shown for two channels (Fig. 2) . It presents 8 examples of the final population. A summation over all 100 individuals of the final population and subsequent normalization (Fig. 3) reveals that broad-band activity in the delta-theta-alpha range is important for MSE detection and that beta as well as gamma activity is much less important. This result of one single channel (EEG-O1) is roughly similar the other EEG channels. For the vertical EOG a narrow-band (6 Hz) and a broad-band (20 -45 Hz) is relevant for MSE detection.
Results
In conclusion, moderate feature reductions (cases 4, 5) and modern kernel methods (SVM) should be preferred for quantitative EEG analysis tasks, like event detection. 
